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The Institute of Research and 
Innovation (IRI) of Wawasan 
Open University (WOU) recently 
received a RM2.4 million research 
grant from the International 
Development Research Centre 
(IDRC) of Canada and UK Aid, to 
conduct a study on the impact 
of Open Educational Resources 
(OER) in Asia and Africa.

This brings the total funds that the 
institute has received over the last 
four years to about RM3.5 million 
from various international agencies 
to study the OER phenomenon. 

The new grant is part and parcel of a 
much larger global study (originally 
conceptualised by IRI) under an 
acronym ROER4D (Research on 
Open Educational Resources for 
Development) which is coordinated 
by the University of Cape Town’s 
Centre for Innovation in Learning and 
Teaching. The total cost of this project 
is about RM9 million.

Open Educational Resources, a term 
coined by UNESCO in 2002, refers to 
educational materials – textbooks, 
research articles, podcasts and other 
multimedia materials, assessments, 
simulations - that are either licensed 
under open copyright licence such as 
Creative Commons or others in the 
public domain. 

In both cases, users have free access 
to the OER and free permits to use 
them as follows:

• Revise: adapt and improve the
 original OER so it better meets the
 users’ needs;
• Reuse: use the original OER on the
 new version a user has created in a
 wide range of contexts;
• Remix: combine or “mash-up”
 the original OER with other OER to
 produce new materials; and
• Redistribute: make copies and share
 the original OER or the new version
 with others.

Ten years since the launch of OER and 
after two major global declarations 
by UNESCO, Commonwealth of 
Learning (COL) and others, the impact 
that these freely available resources 
make on educational systems is not 
clear.

There is some evidence that the 
resources are used by teachers to 
enhance classroom learning, by some 
governments (mostly in the USA) 
to reduce cost of instruction, by 
learners for self-study and by college 
students as substitutes for prescribed 
textbooks.

The grant will enable IRI-WOU, 
together with its partner at 
the University of Cape Town, to 
specifically look at the ‘Impact of 
OER’ on educational systems or 
individual learners.

The OER phenomenon is becoming 
increasingly familiar among policy 
makers and practitioners of education 
- teachers, trainers, lecturers and 

professors. This has been possible 
through advocacy by major inter-
governmental agencies like UNESCO 
and COL, as well as innovators in 
educational provision like the Khan 
Academy, CK-12 Foundation and MIT 
OpenCourseware (OCW).

A more recent advent in this open 
trajectory are the Massive Open 
Online Courses (MOOCs). They are 
spearheaded by universities like 
Harvard and MIT (which together 
founded online platform edX) and 
business enterprises such as Coursera, 
Udemy, Udacity and others that 
provide free access to entire online 
courses.

The expectations of this research are 
to gather evidence that will further 
increase acceptance and use of OER 
through national or institutional 
policy instruments.

Technology has the potential to 
change the way we teach and 
learn as well as to open access to 
millions. OER has the potential to 
reduce the cost of that access.

WOU is among a few universities in 
Asia with a clear policy statement 
on OER. It has already started 
licensing a number of its courses 
through a CC-BY-NC licence – an 
Attribution-NonCommercial Creative 
Commons licence that allows others 
to remix, tweak and build upon 
WOU’s work non-commercially while 
acknowledging the university.

WOU receives international grant
to study OER phenomenon



Professor Dato’ Dr Ho Sinn Chye
Vice Chancellor and Chief Executive Officer

I am indeed delighted that after having established itself as a 
trusted provider of tertiary education in the open and distance 
learning environment, WOU has now expanded its role to 
providing full-time study opportunities to fresh secondary 
school leavers and diploma holders. This paves the way for more 
Malaysians from all walks of life and ages to pursue higher 
education qualifications. 
 
While still steadfastly fulfilling its core purpose of being a socially-
inclusive and caring institution of higher learning, WOU is also actively 
promoting and facilitating research undertaken by its academic staff in 
specific areas of interest. WOU’s foray into and credibility in research has 
enabled it to receive significant funding from the Education Ministry’s 
Fundamental Research Grant Scheme (FRGS) as well as international 
agencies, notably the International Development Research Centre (IDRC). 
This trend when continued augurs well for the University. 
 
The provision of in-house financial support for research has been going 
on for some time now in WOU, facilitated by its Institute of Research 
and Innovation (IRI). It is my fervent hope that more external funding 
from government bodies and agencies could be made available to the 
University to further its research activities. Several of the IRI-funded 
research projects are mentioned in this issue. 
 
I applaud Tan Sri Emeritus Prof Gajaraj Dhanarajan for his stewardship in 
leading the IRI, lending prestige and his vast expertise to further shaping 
and developing research capacity and capability in the University. 
 
I must also take this opportunity to congratulate Tan Sri Raj, the 
Convener, for the successful hosting of the 2nd Regional Symposium on 
OER in WOU. My sincere gratitude and thanks go also to colleagues in 
WOU, all presenters and participants of the Symposium, as well as those 
involved in the two pre-Symposium workshops – one on OER integration 
and use, and the other on building the WEKO repository. 
 
I feel that an indirect indicator of WOU’s achievements and standing in 
society comes in the form of frequent requests it receives from other 
organisations, both local and international, seeking to visit, learn or 
collaborate. We recently welcomed delegations from the Penang Skills 
Development Centre (PSDC), the Open University of Kaohsiung and Papua 
New Guinea’s Office of Higher Education who were interested in fostering 
some kind of collaboration. 
 
WOU continues to reach out to the community through its activities. 
The University jointly organised and hosted another public lecture on 
international development.  The less fortunate are not neglected and 
I applaud our full-time students for their projects to raise funds for a 
hospice in Penang. 
 
Lastly, I want to congratulate our Registrar, Mr Yeong Sik Kheong, 
who has been promoted to take on the added responsibility of Chief 
Administrative Officer of WOU as well. Our best wishes to him in his new 
and more challenging role!
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Study on OER integration for course 
development
WOU, through the IRI, is conducting a study to look into 
the operational processes involved in course development 
using OER materials.

The project called Processes of OER Integration for Course 
Development is part of the larger global ROER4D study supported 
by the IDRC funds. The IRI received RM335,000 for the project 
whose research team is led by Deputy Vice Chancellor (Academic-
OCL) Prof Mohandas Menon.

WOU will collaborate with institutions and experts in India and 
Malaysia to study related aspects. The project was launched 
in April 2014. The first two workshops on development of 
curriculum framework and research tools for the project were 
held in Mysore, India, with 12 Indian and Malaysian experts 
participating. The third workshop for orienting course writers in 
OER reuse and integration was held on 23 and 24 June in WOU. 

Two course development workshops are planned for September 
in Penang and for November in India. They will be followed by 
other activities that will include finalisation of all research tools 
and data collection.

“The project will provide better insights into the processes 
involved in the use/reuse/integration of OER in facilitating 
learning situations with self-learning materials in distance 
education,” said Prof Menon.

“The course on ‘Research Methodology in Education’ being 
developed will be used by WOU in its Master of Education 
programme,” he added.

cont. from coverpage

The research team for OER.

    WOU is also 
actively promoting 
and facilitating 
research undertaken 
by its academic staff 
in specific areas of 
interest.    
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WOU aspires to be a complete university, engaged in both 
the generation of knowledge and the imparting of knowledge 
through its courses. With the view that research is a means of 
knowledge generation, the University set up the Institute of 
Research and Innovation (IRI) in 2011. 
 
In its establishment and functions, the Institute remains an integral 
part of the University. It is entrusted to pursue specific areas of 
research. The IRI is run by a Board of Management whose functions 
include: 

• to develop and review the University policy for R&D;  
• to approve applications from staff for research funds; and  
• to determine the University’s research priorities. 
 
The IRI Board comprises of both internal WOU and external members 
with expertise in research and related industries. The Honorary 
Director of IRI and Chairman of the Board is Tan Sri Emeritus Prof 
Gajaraj Dhanarajan, while WOU Registrar Yeong Sik Kheong acts as 
the Secretary of the IRI.

Spearheading research-
WOU’s Institute of 
Research & Innovation

Research into use of

 

WOU recently conducted a trial exploration study on the 
deployment of the elgg social networking learning platform.

Headed by School of Business & Administration Senior Lecturer 
Dr Tung Lai Cheng, the project was titled Applying Social 
Constructionist Theory of Learning to Improve Student Learning 
Experience: An elgg Experimental Study. 
 
He was assisted by colleagues Marnisya Abdul Rahim (ETP), Khor Kok 
Yeow (ITS) and Foong Weng Hong (ITS). Funding was made available 
from the Institute of Research and Innovation (IRI) of WOU. 
 
The elgg is an open source framework that provides various 
advanced social networking features, and can possibly be used 
most effectively in ODL environments to improve collaboration 
among learners in the distance learning communities. In contrast, 
commercially-owned platforms can tend to be overly lesson-driven, 
while lacking personal touch and the networking capacity that 
social media tools offer. 
 
Presently only a limited number of higher education institutions 
employ elgg as their learning platform. These include the 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) in the US and 
Athabasca University in Canada. The standout feature in elgg is that 
it focuses on the learners (user) rather than just content, allowing 
for the building of a social learning community around a theory or 
discussion. 
 
At WOU, the elgg trial platform was successfully deployed for a year 
with a selected group of students enrolled in the undergraduate 
Human Resource Management course. 
 
According to Dr Tung, the experience offered in this new socially 
constructed environment was positive and encouraging. However, 
the findings suggested that users needed support and were devising 
their own strategies and workaround methods to manage their time 
and participation, as most of the users (students) were working 
professionals who might not have the luxury of time. 
 
The trial study also led to a journal article titled ‘Improving Student 
Educational Experience by Harnessing Digital Technology: elgg in 
ODL environment’ published in late 2013.

social learning platform
in ODL

Status of IRI Research Grants approved
From its inception in 2011 till 2013, altogether nine projects have 
been approved for IRI research grants, amounting to a total of 
RM264,230. The following are the approved projects:

2012
Applying Social Constructionist Theory of Learning to Improve Student 
Learning Experience: An elgg Experimental Study

2013
Broadening Access to Open 
Educational Resources through 
Effective Searching of Materials

Setting up a WOU Institutional 
Repository using WEKO, an open source 
software developed by the Japanese 
National Institute of Informatics (NII)

Characterising Key Features of Student 
Isolation in Distance Education

A Study on Cost-effectiveness and 
Feasibility of using Tablets for Student 
Learning in Wawasan Open University

2011 
A Study on the Determinants of Learning Management System (LMS) Use 
amongst Students in Open Distance Learning Institutions: The Case of 
Wawasan Open University

Transformation by Applying Innovative and Sustainable Mobile Learning 
in Manufacturing Process and Machine Maintenance 

Virtual Computing Lab (VCL) Conceptualisation and Implementation 
to promote Resource Sharing and Green Computing in Open Distance 
Learning (ODL) Environment

Supra-THz Superconducting Mixers for the ALMA Telescope

Prof Dhanarajan heads the IRI Board.

Dr Tung is thankful for the opportunity from the IRI 
grant to study the elgg social networking platform.
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Thirty-two students of the Commonwealth Executive MBA (CeMBA) 
and Commonwealth Executive Master of Public Administration 
(CeMPA) programmes gained strategic and critical insight on 
preparing their research projects when they converged at the WOU 
main campus on 3-4 May 2014. 
 
The students were given guidance and tips to help them in thinking of 
project topics and methods for carrying out their research during the 10th 
Residential School and Project Workshop conducted by the School of Business 
& Administration (SBA). 
 
The students, who came from the WOU regional centres in Penang, Kuala 
Lumpur, Ipoh, Johor Bahru and Kota Bharu, attended the workshop to 
prepare themselves for their final year project courses. The workshop is held 
every semester for CeMBA and CeMPA students who have or will shortly be 
completing all their core courses, including that on Research Methods. 
 
WOU Vice Chancellor Prof Dato’ Dr Ho Sinn Chye offered insights on research 
and how industry is very much a part of the direction of academic research 
today. 
 
In the first session on A Guide to Carry out Research in the CeMBA/PA Project 
- Administrative Issues, the course coordinator Chong Fook Suan explained 
the procedures that students need to follow in order to qualify for the project 
courses. SBA Senior Lecturer Dr Balakrishnan Muniapan spoke on Developing 
Research Topic & Research Questions and Developing Research Design. 
 
The first day concluded with students learning practical aspects of writing 
their reports from SBA senior lecturers Dr Loo Choo Hong and Deehbanjli 
Lakshmayya in Project Report Writing - From Theory to Practice. 
 
The second day saw WOU resident expert in Statistics and Research Methods, 
Dr Quah Hock Soon, speaking on Data Analysis and carrying out the hands-on 
lab session on the SPSS statistical software.

WOU hosts project workshop
for students

Students and faciliators at the main campus.

IRI grants mobilising WOU research

SBA senior lecturer Chong Fook Suan 
shares some basic points.

My research is on the application of mobile learning in 
the manufacturing environment. The aim is to study 
the usage of mobile technology to assist training and 
knowledge-sharing in the production floor. Mobile 
learning will help to automate some of the processes 
in training new workers.

With the IRI grant, we were able to purchase the basic 
devices such as tablets and camera to kick-start mobile 
learning activities. It was easier to make the production 
workers understand what we are trying to achieve by 
giving them the devices to experience mobile learning, 
rather than to explain verbally. Mobile learning can 
help learners to learn from anywhere, at any time. 
 
Dr Teoh Ping Chow
Senior Lecturer, School of Science & Technology

The Library aims to develop and manage an institutional OER 
repository using WEKO, a home-grown repository software 
developed by the Japanese National Institute of Informatics. 
This repository will provide a central, easily accessible, and 
easily updateable repository of OER items produced by the 
University for harvesting by organisations that are members 
of GLOBE (Global Learning Objects Brokering Exchange) 
alliance. 

By joining GLOBE, WOU can make use of the GLOBE suite of 
online services and tools made available to its members for the 
exchange of learning resources. The WOU team also hopes to 
promote and train other repository managers in the country 
to share their institutional OER with other institutions by 
developing similar WEKO-based OER repository or use their 
existing repositories to transfer their OER content into OER 
Asia-GLOBE Harvester network.

We expect to complete the project in January 2015.Developing 
such an online document repository will create awareness 
of WOU outputs among OER practitioners and researchers. 
 
Pn Kamsiah Mohd Ali
Director, Learning & Library Services

We successfully completed the project 
on Virtual Computing Lab (VCL) using 
XEN bare-metal Hypervisor. In this 
project we established a framework for 
providing computing resource-sharing in 
an ODL environment that uses cutting-
edge technology with a user-friendly 
resource management interface. It 
enhances WOU’s capability in providing 
wide advanced IT supports virtually and 
to support the deliverance of certain IT-
related course presentation.

We could use the outcome of this project 
to provide high-end IT support for schools 
and promote green computing. We have 
published two conference papers on the 
project and presented at international 
conferences.

Mr Chandarasageran Natarajan 
Lecturer, School of Science & Technology
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While more and more people now have access to higher education 
through open distance learning (ODL) systems, most may not be 
aware of how complex and critical planning is in order to make 
such a system successful.  
Fourteen academic and academic support staff of WOU got a better 
understanding of this issue during an in-house training workshop at the 
main campus on 24 April 2014.  
It featured a presentation by Deputy Vice Chancellor (Academic-ODL) 
Prof Madhulika Kaushik on Module 2: Planning and Management of 
ODL systems as part of WOU’s revised ODL Core Competency Certificate 
Programme (ODL-CCCP).  
Prof Madhulika stated that in planning an ODL institution, four 
questions must be asked. “Is there a need for another ODL provider? Is 
there a sizeable need? What would be achieved, i.e. what is the gap the 
institution will address that is not being adequately addressed by existing 
providers? Who are your learners and what benefits do they seek?”  
“You identify the un-served or underserved learning needs and go after 
that niche,” she stressed. “However, to commit resources to set up a 
university, you must see if there is a sizeable need and what solution you 
can provide that others cannot address, such as affordable pricing and the 
flexibility of learning while working.”  
Prof Madhulika said that in planning an ODL institution, there is a need 
to take stock of financial viability by devising a business plan. Other 
considerations include identifying development and operational costs, 
revenue sources, and competitors.   

The threads that knit
an ODL system

She emphasised to the participants that for a plan to succeed, they 
should have a clear objective or situation analysis of what resources they 
have, what time they have, and who their competitors are. They also must 
make internal (e.g. manpower) and external (e.g. demand) assumptions; 
identify and evaluate alternative courses of action before selecting the 
most appropriate alternative; implement the plan; and undertake follow-
up and evaluation.  
“While we have a plan, there are so many uncertainties associated with 
the premises on which the plan is based,” Prof Madhulika said. “Collecting 
as much reliable information as possible is the only way of minimising the 
risk associated with planning. Follow-up and evaluation of the plan and 
its assumptions are therefore important.”  
“The general direction WOU wants to go is courses and programmes that 
are in demand and can generate revenue.” She added, “A plan is only as 
good as the information on which it is based. So it’s important to go out 
and get the info, for example, seeking out and studying other institutions 
that are giving similar courses.”

Getting feedback from participants.

As the new dynamic role of open 
educational resources (OER) gains 
meteoric influence among educationists 
worldwide, a host of issues are starting 
to confront this relatively nascent but 
promising platform. 
 
Some of the key challenges were voiced out 
during the 2nd Regional OER pre-Symposium 
workshop held at the WOU main campus on 
23-24 June 2014. Themed OER Integration/
Use in Course Development, it aimed to give an 
understanding of creating and using/reusing 
OER in course material development for open 
distance learning (ODL). 
 
Dr Shironica Karunanayaka from Open 
University of Sri Lanka, in her presentation on 
Designing Learning Experiences for OER-based 
eLearning, stressed the need for carefully 
designed OER-based eLearning and the benefits 
of a Scenario-Based Learning Design to bring 
about an effective, efficient and engaging 
learning experience. 

WOU’s School of Foundation and Liberal Studies 
(SFLS) Deputy Dean/Senior Lecturer Jasmine 
Emmanuel, in her presentation on Concepts 
and Practices of OER, mentioned Open 
Scholarship and Open Badges. “Open Badges 
make it easy for you to get recognition for 
things you learn; give recognition for the things 
you teach; and verify skills, and display your 
verified badges across the web,” she said. 
 
She emphasised that 2012 Paris OER 
Declaration favours the production and use 
of OER in local languages and diverse cultural 
contexts to ensure relevance and accessibility. 
 
Deputy Dean of the School of Science & 
Technology, Ishan Abeywardena, shared on 
OER Search, explaining how to search and 
locate relevant OER materials on the web using 
existing search engines. 
 
In the same vein, WOU’s School of Education, 
Languages and Communications Senior 
Lecturer S Vighnarajah talked about Searching 

and Evaluation of OER Materials. He suggested 
vetting to see relevance of any OER, whether 
it is able to motivate students and promote 
deeper learning; and referring to the type of 
licence it bears, rather than to star ratings or 
frequency of reviews. 
 
WOU’s School of Business & Administration 
(SBA) Senior Lecturer Deehbanjli Lakshmayya 
in her presentation on Licensing and Copyright 
elaborated on the different types of Creative 
Commons licences for releasing educational 
materials as OER. SBA Senior Lecturer Prakash 
Arumugam spoke on the fifth module 
pertaining to Integrating OER in eLearning. 
 
The workshop included the participation of 
13 WOU staff from the in-house ODL-CCCP 
training workshop and five resource persons 
from the OER Integration Project.

Pre-symposium 
workshop 
discusses use of 
OER in course 
development

From left: Shironica, 
Jasmine and Deehbanjli.

The group of participants.
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Spearheading the Open Educational Resources (OER) movement, 
WOU hosted the 2nd Regional Symposium on OER at its main 
campus in Penang from 24-27 June 2014. 
 
With the theme Beyond Advocacy, Research and Policy, the event saw a 
gathering of over 100 international educators, OER advocates, researchers 
and Open Distance Learning (ODL) practitioners, representing 40 
institutions and organisations from some 20 countries.  
 
The Symposium was organised by WOU, OER Asia and DISTED College 
with the support of the Commonwealth of Learning, UNESCO, The Open 
University of Hong Kong, Universitas Terbuka (Indonesia), the dehub 
network and Penang Global Tourism. 
 
In his opening remarks, Vice Chancellor Prof Dato’ Dr Ho Sinn Chye 
stressed that OER enables the provision of quality higher education at a 
lower cost. “Over the past few years WOU has been trying to promote the 
development and use of OER in Asia in close cooperation with the Asian 
Association of Open Universities (AAOU). Our aim is to build a community 
of practitioners to share experiences, support collaboration and promote 
scholarship in the field in Asia.”  
 
Officiating the opening, Mr Imran Kunalan Abdullah, the director of the 
Talent Division of the Multimedia Development Corporation (MDeC), said 
under the National Digital Economy initiative dubbed Digital Malaysia, 
MDeC is tasked to help build an ecosystem to accelerate ICT usage “which 
will lead to a vibrant digital economy”. 
 

“The expansion of Digital Education is anticipated to grow at a 
phenomenal rate based on a study by an international market research 
firm, which has projected a 40% growth in the demand for self-paced 
e-Learning in Malaysia from 2010 to 2015,” he added. 
 
“Research conducted by MDeC with the collaboration of International 
Data Corporation (IDC) meanwhile showed that Malaysia’s Digital 
Economy is expected to contribute RM294 billion of Gross National 
Income in 2020.” 
 
One of the notable Digital Malaysia programmes is the My Mobile 
University initiative which complements Massive Open Online Courses 
(MOOCs), he said. “MyMobileUni provides more than 20 channels, and 
over 300 content comprising university programmes, professional courses 
and career development resources. Its Book Channel offers access to 
content from the National Library of Malaysia and six other local libraries 
via U-Pustaka.” 
 
The Symposium was officially closed by Tan Sri Dr Koh Tsu Koon, WOU 
Pro-Chancellor and Chairman of Wawasan Education Foundation. “Our 
common wish and commitment must be to nurture a very healthy and 
active OER community in Asia. We could, jointly and more effectively, 
develop curriculum resources, including open text books, podcasts, etc, 
free of intellectual property rights encumbrances, to be freely shared and, 
if need to, translated into the various national languages and mother 
tongues.” 
 
WOU has created a web portal, OERAsia, to keep readers informed of OER 
developments and had also recently launched an OER digital repository.

WOU at forefront of 
OER movement in Asia

Delegates at the opening of the Symposium.

Dr Koh (2nd from left) with Dato’ Seri 
Stephen Yeap, Chairman of WOU Sdn Bhd.

Tan Sri Emeritus Prof Gajaraj Dhanarajan, Convener 
of the Symposium, presents token of appreciation to 
Imran (centre) who officiated the opening.

Mr Imran addresses the delegates.

Dr Koh speaks at the closing.
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Three keynote speakers spoke on the 
sub-themes of Impact, Content and 
Innovation - Prof M M Pant, former 
Pro-Vice Chancellor, Indira Gandhi 
National Open University; Prof Cheryl 
Hodgkinson-Williams, Director, Centre 
for Educational Technology, University 
of Cape Town; and Prof Toru Iiyoshi, 
Director, Centre for the Promotion 
of Excellence in Higher Education, 
Kyoto University – at the 2nd Regional 
Symposium on Open Educational 
Resources (OER) held at the WOU main 
campus.

Below are their responses to three 
pertinent questions: 
 
 
Q1: What do you hope participants will 
take back from your keynote address? 

Pant: That a new educational movement 
and a new educational model are around the 
corner. The open system, and of course the 
OER system, is the one more likely to fulfil 
the ambitions and expectations of learners 
worldwide. The shift I want to suggest 
is that instead of trying to become an 
alternative of the existing system at a lower 
cost, try to become superior to the existing 
system in terms of looking at what are the 
limitations and what is not being done, and 
then do that, and make it available as open 
educational opportunities. 
 
Hodgkinson-Williams: I think if I have 
offered people a language of description, 
a way of understanding these complicated 
processes in a way that is easy enough but 
still well-described, and to give them a 
tool they would be able to use in their own 
context to refine their OER and to be able 
to use this framework to teach other people 
how OER is used and developed, then I would 
be happy. 
 
Iiyoshi: I hope participants would learn that 
innovation is not easy and we are building on 
each other’s inner wisdom and knowledge, 
which is really the heart of the OER 
movement. But it is not just about sharing 
and building upon each other’s OER but also 

learning from each other’s best practice in 
mixing and adopting OER; and we really need 
to create a new mode of innovation and 
education, teaching and learning, taking full 
advantage of OER. Because simply replacing 
the existing materials, text books and videos, 
which are of the open kind, wouldn’t be 
enough. We need to convince people this 
is worth doing because as we all know, 
it takes a lot of effort and time to adopt. 
So I like to encourage people to look into 
new pedagogies and way of re-inventing 
education, taking full advantage of OERs. 
 
 
Q2: What is your own take-home 
message from the Symposium? 
 
Pant: The first was the potential of looking 
at Asia as a significant part to transform 
because if we do it properly, the next decade 
belongs to Asia. Asia can become a driving 
force. The other thing is that many people 
had very interesting ideas about learner-
centred (teaching), and the uniqueness of 
learner-centred and things that are done 
around the learner. That is something 
worth developing because the next step 
of a successful educational system will be 
something which is not only personalised 
but creates a completely new learning 
experience. 

Hodgkinson-Williams: The attention 
people are paying to pedagogy is a real 
benefit because at other OER conferences 
people often talk about legal issues, technical 
issues, financial issues, but this is probably 
the conference where we’ve had the 
most rigorous pedagogical debate around 
pedagogic strategies, comments from the 
audience around pedagogy, the presentations 
that focus on pedagogy. People certainly 
understand the pedagogic challenges, but 
they also understand some pedagogic 
strategies they can use in developing OER. 
 
Iiyoshi: I am interested in all the case 
studies done by people from many regions 
and institutions. I try to see some of the 
differences, and how we could together 
overcome those challenges by learning from 
each other’s practices. We could acknowledge 

some common challenges also, but it is not 
easy to think about some possible solutions 
to those problems. It’s at a venue like this in 
person that we discuss, exchange ideas. 
 
 
Q3: What would you like the theme of 
the 3rd Symposium to be? 
 
(All agreed the Symposium should be held 
regularly, ideally every year but more feasible 
to hold every two years.) 
 
Pant: We share the developments that have 
happened, the unanswered questions from 
this conference. So the issues that we raise 
here which have not been dealt with should 
be pursued over the next two years. We 
gather again, and the elements would still be 
content, impact, etc, but it would be a review 
of further progress. 
 
Hodgkinson-Williams: We’ve got to look 
very carefully at undertaking research, on 
exactly how people are adopting OER - 
OER by the teachers and the students and 
how the institutions are supporting or not 
supporting. So that is one theme, around 
OER adoption. The other is impact. Are there 
changes being made as a result of OER 
intervention? I think research on the impact 
of OER on student performance, on teacher 
professional development, on the promises 
that are made, i.e. improving quality, 
reducing costs, decreasing time, would be 
good.

Iiyoshi: A new pedagogy that can only 
be possible using OERs. Another is a kind 
of data-driven pedagogy, which means 
that even if we come up with new ways of 
teaching and learning, if we cannot prove 
those are effective, better than before, then 
it’ll just be a novelty effect. So, (the theme 
should be) to focus on innovative pedagogy 
and data analytics, or how we could wisely 
use data to prove the new pedagogies are 
indeed effective.

Experts at regional OER symposium offer insights

Prof Pant

Prof Hodgkinson-Williams

Prof Iiyoshi



VC speaks on lifelong 
learning at Malaysian 
Education Summit
As society today is continuously impacted by new knowledge and 
technology, there is a need to keep pace of these with one’s rate 
of learning.

In this regard, it is important to enculture lifelong learning in all walks 
of Malaysian society. One of several key success factors in the attempt to 
achieve this is the instituting of national benchmarks so as to measure 
lifelong learning outcomes.

The assertion was made by WOU Vice Chancellor Prof Dato’ Dr Ho Sinn 
Chye during the panel session on Lifelong Education in Knowledge 
Economy: No Longer An Option at the 18th Malaysian Education Summit 
held in Sunway Medical Centre in May.

The summit itself was themed Changing Priorities and Changing Trends: 
Transforming Malaysian Education, and was organised by the Asian 
Strategy & Leadership Institute (ASLI). The two-day event was officially 
opened by Second Education Minister Dato’ Seri Idris Jusoh.

In his presentation titled Ensuring Continuous Employability of K-Workers 
through Lifelong Learning, Prof Ho pointed out that rapid advances 
in technology are fuelling growth in K-economy. And behind every 
successful K-Economy lies a Learning Economy, he stressed.

“Indeed technology is dramatically changing the way we work and study,” 
he stated. “The half-life of knowledge is shrinking faster today. New 
knowledge and technology make much of what we learn obsolete very 
soon.”

Nations must 
find own 
paths to 
development,

When it comes to promoting development 
in different countries, international 
economic institutions and banks have been 
extraordinarily weak at investigating a 
very fundamental discrepancy.

“Why do some countries pursuing certain 
policies succeed in their development while 
other countries - pursuing the same policies 
- not succeed?” This was the question posed 
by Dr David Malone, a distinguished Canadian 
diplomat who is currently the rector of the 
United Nations University (UNU), during a 
public lecture at the WOU main campus on
20 June 2014.

He emphasised that there is one key factor 
that is much more important to development 
outcome than narrow economic considerations 
- society. Development must rely on preferences 
of the local society and cannot have a “one-
size-fits-all” model for its growth and success. 

In the lecture titled International Development: 
A Contradiction in Terms?, Dr Malone stated 

that countries can have different paths to 
development, citing the real-life examples of 
two major economies - India which gained 
independence in 1947 and China which came 
under Communist rule in 1949.

“By the 1960s, then Prime Minister Indira 
Gandhi listened to Indian scientists and was 
able to triple India’s production of grain in 
about 10 years. She also instituted some 
liberalisation of the Indian economy, which 
rose from 4% to 6% during the 1980s. India’s 
growth trajectory was however disrupted when 
the country could not pay its international 
bills.”

Then in 1991, India’s new government 
implemented limited reforms to the country’s 
economy to unleash Indian entrepreneurship 
further such that growth expanded by 7% to 
9%. “India experienced extraordinary growth, 
particularly in the last 15 years, in services 
and in offshore sourcing of work in India,” Dr 
Malone noted.

He said China had a very different trajectory 
that was influenced by events like the Great 
Chinese Famine and the Cultural Revolution. 
“Communist leader Deng Xiaoping discovered 
from the peasants what seemed to work and 
did not work, and then instituted it as a policy, 
leading to tripling of agricultural production.
Deng then moved on to develop the model 
for China’s wider economic welfare, focussing 
on export and industrialisation, underpinning 
these with very strong infrastructure.”

Dr Malone said India and China had two 
different paths to development, conforming 

to what they were each good at and to the 
preferences of their people. “Two successful 
development tracks over three decades 
need not be identical. The one-size-fits-all 
propositions of many of the development 
experts are profoundly misleading.”

“Each society finds its own path to 
development. And it finds a better development 
by respecting its own societal preferences and 
also being open minded as to what might work 
in that country,” he stated.

Some 100 people attended the talk organised 
by WOU in collaboration with Think City and 
United Nations University.

says UNU rector

Prof Ho responds to questions on lifelong learning.

“Even in the private sector where we often talk about knowledge and 
talent powered organisations, for such organisations to survive and grow 
in the K-economy, their rate of learning has to be greater than the rate 
of change in their environment. Hence as K-workers, we have to keep on 
learning throughout life, or become unemployable or non-relevant to our 
work environment,” he added.

“Ministries, schools and academic institutions should transform learning 
to meet learner’s lifelong needs. They should widen access and reduce 
the cost of the study or training,” he said, in elaborating on factors that 
contribute to the success of lifelong learning.

“If lifelong learning is to play an important role in developing manpower, 
then government ministries must coordinate lifelong learning activities 
and promote it sustainably in close partnership with private sector 
companies,” he continued.

“With increasing proliferation of open educational resources (OER) and 
rise of massive open online courses (MOOCs), there will eventually be 
a need for instituting proper procedures and academic benchmarks for 
quality assured certification, credentialling and accreditation.”

Dr Malone delivers his lecture.
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Two leading institutions that are contributing to a vital flow 
of talent for the country’s industries are considering a unique 
collaboration to produce training programmes, in what would be 
a promising synergy of efforts and available resources within the 
higher education sector. 
 
WOU and the Penang Skills Development Centre (PSDC) are looking at 
teaming up to explore the provision of training for workers from various 
industries to meet their needs, especially for up-to-date knowledge 
and skill sets. WOU’s top management held a meeting with the Chief 
Executive Officer of PSDC, Mr Muhamed Ali Hajah Mydin, at the 
University’s main campus on 14 April 2014 to discuss this and other 
mutually pertinent matters. 
 
Muhamed Ali said that it would be a move in the right direction in line 
with PSDC’s aims to become an online skills development centre. PSDC 
plans to first maximise usage of its current facility and recruit more 

students, particularly from the working adults market, through online 
training. 
 
He explained that in a possible collaboration with WOU, PSDC can offer, 
first, the “content market”, which means customers. “We have 185 
members, with around 120,000 employees, and this content market will 
continuously grow,” he stressed. PSDC can secondly offer flexibility when 
it comes to short-term courses, which contribute to 80% of its revenue. 

“Lastly, PSDC’s School2Work programme for school leavers in which they 
go to work and return to PDSC for training. We have this arrangement 
with our 185 members whereby they allow their employees who possess 
a certificate or diploma to return to PSDC for a degree or Master’s while 
being employed. This is something that WOU and PSDC can explore,” he 
said. 
 
Prof Ho concurred. “WOU already has the authority and capacity to 
deliver quality ODL mode training,” he commented. “Now, it is for us to 
know what PSDC needs, then work to package the courses and deliver 
them through a workable mechanism.” 
 
Muhamed Ali also spoke of PSDC’s plan to implement curriculum 
embedment in the distant future, after the centre has gone online, in 
collaboration with institutions offering similar courses.  “In curriculum 
embedment, after a student has gone through the normal courses in a 
particular field in the universities, he or she can come to PSDC to seek 
further training and obtain certification in areas that the industry needs,” 
he explained. 
 
WOU Deputy Vice Chancellor (Academic-OCL) Prof Mohandas Menon 
remarked that since WOU’s strength is in ODL while PSDC excels in short-
term face-to-face training, this forms a good basis for collaboration.

Open University of
Kaohsiung 
delegation visits WOU
A visiting delegation from the Open University of Kaohsiung 
(OUK) in Taiwan has expressed keen interest in how WOU has 
developed its remarkable self-study course materials and its range 
of postgraduate programmes.

This was conveyed when the three-member delegation from OUK visited 
WOU’s main campus on 29 April 2014 to learn about the University’s 
operations and to discuss areas of collaboration. Led by its president, 
Dr Chang Huey-Por, the OUK team also consisted of Assistant Professor 
(Political Science) and Director of Educational Media Dr Tsai Tzung-Je and 
Chief Personnel Officer Chiang Min-Hua.

The OUK, set up in 1997, caters to working adults and has an enrolment 
of between 2,500 and 3,000 students each semester. It boasts of six 
academic departments and a General Education Centre.

WOU Vice Chancellor Prof Dato Dr Ho Sinn Chye expressed hope of WOU 
signing a memorandum of understanding (MoU) with OUK in the near 
future to facilitate collaboration. Deputy Vice Chancellor (Academic 
- ODL) Prof Madhulika Kaushik briefed the delegation on WOU’s ODL 
environment and its emphasis on quality.

Dr Chang was impressed with WOU’s comprehensive course materials that 
enable effective self-study by the students. He noted that Taiwan has only 
two open universities, the National Open University and the OUK which 
is supported by the city government of Kaohsiung. He said their visit to 
WOU was to learn how open universities in other countries operate.

“I’m happy to see that WOU offers Master’s and PhD programmes as 
open universities in Taiwan are not allowed to do so,” he said. “We only 
offer undergraduate programmes. Now the law has slightly changed 
and we may start a few Master’s programmes in the future. I hope to 
collaborate with WOU as we want to learn how to conduct postgraduate 
programmes.”

Dr Chang aims to sign a MoU with WOU, adding, “Collaboration in staff 
development could be the first step, as we can help train each other’s 
staff. We can also have student exchanges and establish a sister university 
relationship.”

Promising synergy
between 

WOU and PSDC

The OUK delegates with WOU management.

CEO of PSDC shakes hands with Prof Ho (right).

Dropping in on full-time 
students attending a lecture.

Visiting the WOU main library.
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Getting acquainted 
with 
 
When the Goods and Services Tax (GST) is finally implemented 
starting April next year, Malaysia will be among the last 
countries to impose such a tax, following the likes of France 
(which did it in 1954), the United Kingdom (1973), South 
Korea (1977), Japan (1989), Singapore (1993), China (1994) 
and India (2005). 
 
Many laymen, however, are still unclear about what constitutes GST, 
and how it may be offset, if possible. WOU’s School of Business & 
Administration Senior Lecturer Dr Loo Choo Hong provided some 
insights in a talk for staff and students at the main campus on
29 May 2014. The presentation was attended by a crowd of 70, 
including staff of DISTED College. 
 
GST, also known as Value-Added Tax, is a consumption tax added 
to every stage of business transaction up to the retail stage of 
distribution. The GST will replace the current Government Sales Tax on 
goods and 6% Service Tax. 
 
Loo elaborated that input tax is tax on purchases and output tax is 
on what we sell, and that businesses can offset the GST incurred on 
inputs as a credit against output tax. “If their input tax is bigger than 
output tax, businesses can claim for refunds but if output tax exceeds 
their input tax, they remit the difference to the Government.” 
 
He mentioned the three types of supply under GST – standard-rated, 
zero-rated and exempt. In standard-rated, goods and services are 
charged the standard rate of 6%. “For zero-rated supplies, there is 
no charging GST to the customer but businesses can claim from the 
government whatever GST paid on input. For exempt supplies, the 
final seller cannot collect GST from the customer, and for whatever 
input tax he has incurred earlier, he has no right to claim from the 
government.” 
 
Dr Loo said GST shall be levied on taxable supply of goods and services 
in Malaysia by a business registered under GST, and on the importation 
of goods and services. Taxable supply is a supply that is standard rated 
or zero rated, while exempt and out of scope supplies are not taxable. 
Those out of scope include non-business transactions, sale of goods 
from a place outside Malaysia to another place outside Malaysia as 
well as services provided by the Government sector. 
 
Only a business registered under GST can collect or charge GST, 
and those required to be registered are ‘persons’ having businesses 
with annual sales turnover exceeding RM500,000. “Persons denote 
an individual, sole proprietor, partnership, company, trust, estate, 
society, union, club, association or any other organisation including a 
government department or a local authority which is involved in the 
business of making taxable supplies in Malaysia,” he stated, clarifying 
that businesses outside this criteria can apply to the Director-General 
of Customs to be registered voluntarily. 
 
Dr Loo advised companies to register voluntarily, as otherwise they 
cannot charge GST on taxable supplies but may be charged GST by 
suppliers or wholesalers.

GST 

New ODL university plan
 
 
 
 
WOU played host to a 10-person delegation from Papua New Guinea 
(PNG) that had a first-hand look at how an open distance learning 
(ODL) university is set up and run. 
 
The visit to the main campus on 20 June 2014 was headed by Charles Mikel 
Mabia, director of the Higher Education Division at Office of Higher Education 
(OHE) of PNG. He was accompanied by OHE colleagues, representatives of 
universities, and the Second Secretary of the High Commission of Papua New 
Guinea in Malaysia, Stanley Arua. 
 
The WOU team that welcomed them included Vice Chancellor Prof Dato’ Dr 
Ho Sinn Chye, Deputy Vice Chancellor (Academic-ODL) Prof Madhulika Kaushik 
and Chief Administrative Officer Yeong Sik Kheong. 
 
Mabia said the visit and meeting were useful, particularly the insights on 
IT platforms, systems and processes. This is because they plan to establish a 
new ODL university in Papua New Guinea - which now has six universities 
and 23 colleges, and a population of 7.5 million – by 2015.  “We are faced 
with a great influx of students coming out of secondary schools and only a 
small percentage of them go into our tertiary institutions,” he said. “This new 
university will absorb not just the school leavers but also the working class.” 
 
Prof Ho briefed on WOU’s Open & Distance Learning Environment, explaining 
the ODL model, as well as the history, accolades and quality culture of the 
University. “Especially for new institutions going into ODL, they must be 
mindful of current market trends, such as mobile learning, OERs and MOOCs, 
flipped classroom, virtual tutorials, social networked peer-to-peer learning, 
alternative credentialing, and ‘credits’ banks,” he said. 
 
Prof Mahdulika added that an ODL university cannot function or roll out 
programmes without course materials. She suggested obtaining ready licensed 
courseware from established providers or other open universities, including 
WOU, and adapting to fit the local context and WOU’s course credits structure. 
 
Yeong welcomed some form of collaboration. “We are looking to go offshore, 
whether through collaboration with recognised partners or shipping our course 
materials offshore,” he said.  “If you think there are opportunities where WOU 
can fit in and complement, you can link us and we can bring forth our know-
how over to Papua New Guinea.” 

for Papua New Guinea

The team from Papua New Guinea in discussion with 
WOU management.

Mr Mabia (centre) - head of the delegation.

Dr. Loo elaborates on GST.



“The best teachers teach from the heart, not from the book.” 
 
That was the simple but very meaningful message inked on bookmarks 
found in the welcome bags that were handed to eighty-odd academic 
and academic support staff of WOU when they came to celebrate 
Teachers Day at the main campus on 16 May 2014. 
 
Indeed, in the true spirit of appreciating one’s teachers, students showed 
their gratitude to the academics with a string of presentations. A group of 
full-time students from the inaugural batch thrilled the crowd with their 
rendition of the songs You Raise Me Up and Because You Loved Me, while 
Lim Tze Chean, a Bachelor of Business (Hons) in Management student, 
performed a beautiful guitar solo instrumental piece. 
 
“All of us should feel appreciated today because we are in the education 
profession where our responsibility is to educate the younger generation,” 
said Prof Santhiram Raman, the 2014 Teachers Day Celebration organising 
committee chairman and Dean of the School of Education, Languages & 
Communications. “With this, we must also be able to appreciate ourselves 
as teachers who have a very important and influencing role to play in a 
student’s life.” 
 
Prof Santhiram, together with School of Business & Administration Dean 
Prof N V Narasimham and School of Science & Technology Deputy Dean 
Ishan Abeywardena, then cut the beautiful and elegantly designed cake 
topped with the WOU logo. 
 
Prof Mohandas Menon, representing the Vice Chancellor, wished everyone 
a ‘Happy Teachers Day’. He spoke of the high esteem that is often 

accorded to teachers in the community and hoped that the teachers 
of today will remain committed to the cause of educating the next 
generation. 
 
Guest of honour psychologist Dr Steven Selvaraju meanwhile gave tips on 
how to identify the main causes of stress in the workplace in his talk on 
Stress Management. He stated that stress can have negative effects on 
health in the long run and must therefore be addressed immediately. 
 
The celebration ended with the staff being feted with high tea and 
another surprise cake by the full-time students present.

WOU full-time students’  

It started with a weekly art-and-crafts session two years ago, 
and since then the scope and stock of the Pure Lotus Hospice of 
Compassion has steadily grown.

The charitable organisation was often short of funds, such as in 
purchasing wooden cabinets to store medicines.  All it took was for Pure 
Lotus palliative care physician Dr Lalitha Jeyasingam to share this problem 
with WOU’s School of Foundation & Liberal Studies Deputy Dean/Senior 
Lecturer Jasmine Emmanuel for an unexpected but totally welcome 
initiative to be undertaken.

Fourteen full-time students of WOU conducted a co-curriculum project 
that managed to raise over RM4,000 for the hospice. The main events 
were a Bollywood Nite charity dinner and a weekend food, gift and 
book sale they had organised in March. The students who undertook the 
initiative are from Year 2 Semester 2 of the full-time Accounting and 
Management degree programmes.

A simple ceremony was held at the WOU main campus on 4 April 2014 
where Deputy Vice Chancellor (Academic-OCL) Prof Mohandas Menon 
handed over the proceeds to Dr Lalitha who represented Pure Lotus. 

“I told Jasmine that we need cupboards and shelving, and she activated 
her student group to raise funds for the project,” Dr Lalitha recalled. “We 
had an acute problem, and you solved it. I am touched by how WOU, all 
the staff and students have extended help to us.”

“It is a great initiative that Jasmine took with the students under
Co-Curriculum, and I congratulate the students,” Prof Menon remarked. 
“The most important part in undertaking this project is to develop 

social sensitivity and engage in the needs of society which I feel is more 
important than academic activities.”

Jasmine applauded the students for their active contribution. “This is 
more than doing work for grades. Compassion goes a long way. I hope 
you always have this compassion to help the community.”

Student Kang Kong Sing, the project leader, said the endeavour has 
taught the students to give to those in need with love. “We learn to share, 
care and give of our time and energy unconditionally without expecting 
anything back.”

Appreciating the 
heartfelt dedication
of our teachers

initiative to help 
hospice in need

Presentation from the full-time students to 
show their appreciation to the lecturers.

Cutting the Teachers Day cake.
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Prof Menon presents the money raised to Dr Lalitha of Pure Lotus.

Selling books to raise funds for Pure Lotus Hospice.
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The CAO will oversee the support functions of Finance, Marketing and 
Corporate Communications, Human Resources, IT Services, General 
Services & Administration, and Regional Operations. 
 
A strategist at heart, Yeong brings loads of expertise to his new role in 
planning and overseeing WOU’s administrative development and progress. 
Yeong has been serving as Registrar of WOU since November 2006. Prior 
to that, he was the Strategy Planning & Development Manager of WOU 
(since February 2006), where his tasks included implementation of the 
University’s start-up processes. 
 
Before joining WOU, Yeong had worked for nearly 10 years as Senior 
Technology & Innovation Manager at institutions of higher learning and 
the Information Technology sector. 
 
Vice Chancellor Prof Dato’ Dr Ho Sinn Chye said the appointment 
“recognises the leadership quality, management capability and valuable 
contributions made by Mr Yeong to WOU throughout his eight-year 
tenure with the university. As the Registrar he has done very well in 
leading, planning and managing the office of the Registry under his care.”  

Yeong did his secondary schooling in St Xavier’s Institution, Penang. He 
graduated from Universiti Sains Malaysia with a Bachelor of Science 
(Hons) degree in Computer Science and proceeded to Scotland to obtain 
his Masters of Science in Information Management from University of 
Strathclyde. 

 
Yeong’s past role and leadership experience of nearly 30 years in the 
education, IT and business sectors have prepared him well for the 
new position. He was also previously an IT Systems Analyst (Finance) 
in the Penang Development Corporation, and was involved in project 
and multimedia facilities development while working as a Systems 
Development Manager at Technology Park Malaysia. 
 
On his CAO role, Yeong remarked: “The University has to perform a reality 
check, that is, how to provide quality education at an affordable cost 
and also maintain business viability. My immediate focus is to lead the 
administration team to work coherently with the academics to achieve 
that motive. I believe WOU has a good team and with the continuing 
advice and wisdom of the University founders and leaders, we shall move 
forward confidently.  As for my own reality check, I am aware that my 
promotion does not mean that ‘I have arrived’, it only meant that it has ... 
‘just begun’.” 
 
A clear thinker with good communication skills, Yeong is expected to 
provide competent input and direction in aligning WOU’s operations and 
processes to meet the University’s present and future business needs.

WOU’s Chief Administrative 

Officer and Registrar

Mr Yeong Sik Kheong has been appointed WOU’s new Chief 

Administrative Officer (CAO) effective 1 July 2014. The position is part of 

a dual role he assumes alongside that as Registrar of the University.
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The University would like to hear from you. Whether it’s a view, a comment or even 
a question, don’t hesitate to drop us a mail at mediainfo@wou.edu.my
For more details, visit wou.edu.my

Get the latest WOU updates from
Facebook and Twitter!

Follow us:
http://www.facebook.com/WawasanOpenUniversity

Follow us:
http://twitter.com/WawasanOU

WOU Convocation Ceremony
The University will hold its 5th convocation ceremony as follows:  
Date  :   29 & 30 November 2014 (Sat & Sun)
Venue:   WOU main campus 

Main Campus
Wawasan Open University
54 Jalan Sultan Ahmad Shah, 10050 Penang, Malaysia.
Tel: 04-218 0333  I  Fax: 04-226 9323
Email: enquiry@wou.edu.my
WOU Regional and Learning Centres
Open Tuesday to Sunday: 10.00am - 7.00pm

Penang Regional Centre
54 Jalan Sultan Ahmad Shah, 10050 Penang, Malaysia.
Tel: 04-218 0133/4  I  Fax: 04-228 4500
Email: ro_pg@wou.edu.my

Ipoh Regional Centre
Wisma Gerakan, 80 Persiaran Greenhill, 30450 Ipoh, Perak.
Tel: 05-242 6323 / 243 6323  I  Fax: 05-254 9323
Email: ro_ip@wou.edu.my

Kuala Lumpur Regional Centre
Level 3 Menara PGRM, 8 Jalan Pudu Ulu,
56100 Cheras, Kuala Lumpur.
Tel: 03-9281 7323 / 9283 8323  I  Fax: 03-9284 9323
Email: ro_kl@wou.edu.my
(Library Services available Tuesday to Sunday,
10.00am-7.00pm)

Bandar Utama Regional Support Centre
L2-6 & 7, Wisma BU8, 11, Lebuh Bandar Utama,
Bandar Utama, 47800 Petaling Jaya, Selangor.
Tel: 03-7629 7223 / 7629 7123  I  Fax: 03-7629 7023
Email: rso_bu@wou.edu.my

Klang Regional Support Centre
No. 41(Ground Floor), Jalan Kasuarina 2/KS7,
Bandar Botanic Capital, 41200 Klang, Selangor.
Tel: 03-3325 2353 / 3325 2373  I  Fax: 03-3325 2313
Email: rso_klg@wou.edu.my

Subang Regional Support Centre
No. 34-1 Ground Floor, Jalan PJS 8/2, Mentari Plaza,
Bandar Sunway, 46150 Petaling Jaya, Selangor.
Tel: 03- 5635 5323/ 5632 5323  I  Fax: 03-5635 1323 
Email: rso_sbg@wou.edu.my

Johor Bahru Regional Centre
17 & 19 Jalan Jaya 2, Taman Jaya, 81300 Skudai, Johor.
Tel: 07-556 4323 / 556 6323  I  Fax: 07-554 9323
Email: ro_jb@wou.edu.my

Kota Bharu Regional Centre
3956 Tingkat Bawah, Wisma Gerakan,
Jalan Temenggong, 15000 Kota Bharu, Kelantan.
Tel: 09-748 7323  I  Fax: 09-748 9323
Email: ro_kb@wou.edu.my
*Open Monday-Saturday from 10.00am-7.00pm

Kuching Regional Centre
14 Westin Avenue, Jalan Tun Jugah,
93350 Kuching, Sarawak.
Tel: 082-578 923  I  Fax: 082-576 923
Email: ro_kc@wou.edu.my

Commencement of Enrolment for January 2015 ODL intake
Working professionals can register at WOU for the January 2015 intake 
beginning from 22 September 2014 to pursue their higher education 
qualifications via part-time study.

UPCOMING EVENTS
STUDENT INFO

Yeong (right) during installation of Chancellor.


